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Trademarkers Gonna Trademark: Why Other
Artists Should Follow Taylor Swift’s Lead
BY ELYSSA BREZEL/ON FEBRUARY 25, 2019

As a leader of the music industry, Taylor Swift is known for taking calculated actions that have
ultimately shaped the field for both her contemporaries and successors. Previously, Swift held
Apple Music and Spotify accountable for their failures to fairly compensate artists from
streaming sales.[1] With her recent switch from her longtime label, Big Machine Records, to
Universal Music Group, one of the “Big Three” of record labels, Swift took the switch as an
opportunity to option the rights to streaming profits for all artists on the label as part of the
terms of her new contract.[2]
However, one of the stances Swift has taken in recent years has been met with strong
criticism. Through her trademarking team, TAS Rights Management, LLC, Swift has taken
ownership of key phrases, lyrics, and lines she has made popular through her albums and
identity. Swift has filed trademarks for everything from certain expressions such as “Party Like
It’s 1989”[3] to popular lyrics such as “The old Taylor can’t come to the phone right now” and
“Look What You Made Me Do.”[4] Swift has even trademarked the names of her cats,
“Meredith & Olivia Swift.”[5]
In trademarking these phrases, Swift has taken the initiative to prevent others from profiting
off her likeness. Her team has cracked down on Etsy sellers for using Swift’s likeness on their
products listed for sale.[6] Products targeted include clothing, candles, and even cross-stitches
that use Swift’s name, lyrics, and image.[7] As Swift has a large merchandise presence of her
own, it is in her best interest to limit the availability of products that opine her name, likeness,
and song lyrics.[8]
Other artists should follow Swift’s lead and seek to trademark any lyrics or phrases they
popularized. As streaming platforms evolve—and the profitability of musicians becomes less
certain—artists should take ownership of their likeness wherever possible.[9] For Swift, her
trademarks will not make an enormous difference in terms of her general profitability;
however, for lesser-known artists, having the rights to their intellectual property can help
make their own merchandise lucrative. In an age of online shopping, this may make all the
difference. For fans who wish to purchase merchandise with a certain song lyric, this means
the only place to turn is to the artist’s official store—not to the Etsy store of an unaffiliated
seller.
In seeking out these trademarks, Swift makes a strong case for the purpose of intellectual
property. Swift is setting an example for all artists in disallowing others to profit off her name,
lyrics, and likeness. As she takes a stand against intellectual theft, Swift shows the world the
importance of protecting one’s work and the value of a trademark.
Finally, trademarks also protect consumers. By establishing trademarks, Swift helps fans to
know the source of their purchases. Individuals may support artists for reason beyond their
music and may admire an artist’s ideologies or principles. When a fan buys merchandise from
the artist directly, the fan knows he or she is supporting those certain beliefs with the

purchase. The same cannot be said of a purchase to a random seller who utilizes the artist’s
likeness but may be supporting an opposite agenda through the profits of such sales.
Trademarking helps eliminate such confusion, which ultimately benefits the fans.
Swift has stood up for many causes in the past, such as the #MeToo movement and voter
registration.[10] Perhaps her next greatest mission is to bring light to the importance of
intellectual property.
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Clinic, and a fan of Taylor Swift. She looks forward to a career in litigation.
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